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Welcome
Our goal is to be the most admired
automotive finance brand in the UK.
Over the past decade Santander Consumer Finance has established itself as
a leading player in the automotive finance sector. Whilst as an organisation
we have achieved great success, we also understand the need to continually
develop our business proposition.
Our goal is simple; to be recognised as the most admired automotive finance
brand in the UK, admired by our manufacturer partners, our dealer partners
and of course, by our customers. So how do we set about doing that?
Offering great retail finance products and campaigns together with a
competitive wholesale funding programme is a given. To really be the best it’s
about delivering a holistic business proposition, one that adds genuine value to
your business and makes us an indispensable partner.
I hope this gives you some insight into how, through continued investment in
our people, processes, products and platforms, Santander Consumer Finance is
committed to being a leading force in the market, both now and in the future.

Stewart Grant

Commercial Director
Santander Consumer Finance

home
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A brand for
tomorrow, today
The choice of who
should provide your
automotive finance
is an important one.
Important for your
business and,
of course, for your
customers too.

home

The Santander brand is one of the most widely recognised within the banking and financial
services sector in the UK. Through high profile advertising and sponsorship, plus great
consumer offers, the brand is seen as trustworthy, innovative and market leading.
Santander Consumer Finance is a wholly owned but separately managed subsidiary of
Santander. We specialise in providing automotive finance for retail and business customers,
along with dealer funding solutions and a wide range of services. We’re bound to tell you that
our offering is market-leading, but don’t take our word for it. See what our customers and
dealer partners think.
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The Santander
Consumer Group
SCF is European leader in the
consumer finance industry

Present in over 18 countries

home

Note.- Figures for SCF Management perimeter. Source: SCF Management Control September 2022 figures
*.- SCF Contribution. DCB’s contribution=10%. DCB includes SCF, Openbank and ODS (Open Digital Services S.L. tech co)

Key figures September 2022
Outstanding

€122bn

Underlying attributable
profit*

€1,019m

Contribution to
SAN Group’s profit*

11%

Market positions

Top 3

Customers

c.18m

PoS partners

c.130,000
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Why Santander
Consumer Finance?
Quick facts:

Since we started in 2005
in the UK, we’ve funded over
2.5 million vehicles, providing
loans in excess of £33 billion

2.5
million
vehicles funded
Our head office
is based in
Redhill, Surrey

home

We are a leading global
player in the consumer
finance business
and we’re fully owned by Santander,
one of the largest financial groups in the world

We partner with over

4500
motor dealers
in the UK

Santander Consumer
Finance operates in
16 European countries,
employing 14,500 people

14,500

people employed
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Reasons to
partner with us
We can offer you:

Trusted Brand

Same day funding

home

Dedicated business
development manager

Free online
application & e-sign

Compliance &
regulatory support

Free
branded finance
calculator
with monthly
payment search

Free market
leading
customer
retention
proposition

18 manufacturer
partnerships

Instant decisions

Insurance
proposition
with a
multichannel
product offering
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You’re in good company
Our proposition has made us the leading motor finance company in
Europe, and one of the leading independent finance companies in
the UK. A key part of that success has come from the partnerships
we have with you, our dealers and motor manufacturers.

home

From our joint ventures with Hyundai Capital UK Ltd and
Volvo Cars UK Limited, through to the branded finance
solutions we provide for a number of other manufacturer
partners, we are at the very forefront of the motor industry
in the UK, so you know you are in good hands.
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Testimonials

‘‘

“Glyn Hopkin Group has been a partner of Santander Consumer Finance
for many years, and we enjoy an innovative and transparent relationship.
We appreciate the excellent support from the Business Development
Managers and Directors who regularly visit to review our performance
and progress while planning for the future.
Customer retention is vital to our business and the recently launched
Gateway 3Sixty renewals system has given us significantly more control
of our activity and the ability to contact our customers at the optimum
time, using the most effective communication channel.

We consider SCF an integral part of our
business and look forward to many more
years of mutual success.”
Fraser Cohen

‘‘

“Choosing the right finance partner is incredibly important to our business
at Marshall Motor Group. Having worked with Santander Consumer Finance
since 2009 I believe we have certainly found the right fit. Santander’s product
offering and systems have helped to grow our finance business and sell more
cars, which has contributed to accelerating growth across our business.

The workforce at Santander Consumer Finance
are extremely knowledgeable and on hand
to support our finance business requirements
which is invaluable at site level.
Santander Consumer Finance help Marshall connect with our customers
through their recently enhanced renewals platform: Gateway 3Sixty and
Customers for Life programme. This added value application is vital for us to
retain and renew customers.
Marshall Motor Group looks forward to many more years with Santander
Consumer as our preferred finance partner as they have played a key role in
the success of our business.”

Richard Jenkins

Head of Group F&I,
Marshall Motor Group Ltd

Managing Director,
Glyn Hopkin

home
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Our digital
journey
With customer behaviour
continually changing
and the digital market
evolving, we are constantly
investing and innovating,
helping to provide you
with complimentary tools
to engage better with
customers and help you
sell more cars.
Find out more
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Santander online

Product descriptors

Our online proposal system is simple to use and
is constantly evolving to meet your transaction
requirements. Currently integrated for use with the
latest browsers, Santander Online will see further
improvement delivering a tablet enabled, device
responsive system.

We have created a suite of customer-friendly
product videos and explanations to assist your
customers with their product choice.
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Calculator

Online loan application

E-signature

Our Santander Consumer Finance branded web
calculators are available for you to use on your
website, showroom or wherever convenient to you
and your customers.

Our end to end finance journey encompasses
all of our technology, providing a simple, secure
and compliant process, allowing customers to
purchase finance online at a time and location
that suits them.

Agreements can be completed online using
our remote signature solution. Knowledge
based authentication allows us to verify the
customer’s identity, before they proceed to
accept the agreement with a simple click.

These provide real time, accurate and up-to-date
finance quotes for both Conditional Sale and Personal
Contract and the ability to search by monthly payment.

home
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3rd party integration
Connecting to our digital products couldn’t be simpler;
our tools have been created to seamlessly integrate
with your Point of Sale finance system. We have
technical experts on hand who will work with your
provider to help get you connected to our services.

Connections available:

Customer
documentation
Quotation data
All of the figures that make up a
customer’s finance agreement
(e.g deposit, interest rate,
vehicle price, term)

Product data

all the paperwork customers
are required to view/submit for
their application

Two way
communication
receive notifications and get
responses from the system

dealer specific rates & terms

Quote webservice
Our integrated quote webservice can connect with technology providers to
provide dealer specific finance product information as well as providing real time
quote information, for you to provide accurate quotes for your customers.

Santander Consumer
Finance 3rd party API

Generic interface
• Proposal submissions/resubmissions

Allows application submissions from your provider and any subsequent
changes required in the life of the application, such as revisions to the
deposit, invoice price, agreement term etc.

• Customer documentation

Passes back the finance contract for accepted proposals invoice price,
agreement term etc.

• Proposal status

Status service providing alerts of the key events on the application, allowing
you to keep track of the proposal as it passes through our system.

home

Dealer system
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Products and services
We are committed to providing you with products designed to surpass
the high expectations of today’s consumer, the opportunities of the
fast-changing digital world and the evolving regulatory framework.

Personal finance

Business finance

Purchase Plan

Personal Contract Purchase

Lease Purchase

A simple and traditional way to finance a vehicle
over a fixed period for a fixed monthly amount.

Also known as PCP, this is a flexible and
popular plan that provides the customer
with the option to retain, renew or return the
vehicle at the end of the agreement.

A purchase plan finance product, specially
designed for business users.

Watch video

Purchase Plan with a balloon
A purchase plan agreement with a fixed rate, fixed
payment and a deferred lump sum final payment.
Provides lower monthly payments compared to an
equivalent standard Purchase Plan.
Watch video

Add-on Loan
A convenient solution allowing personal
customers to finance the purchase of additional
products and services, offered independently or
in conjunction with a vehicle finance agreement.
Watch video
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Watch video

Personal Contract Hire
A hire agreement for personal customers.
Consisting of an upfront payment followed
by regular monthly rentals over a fixed
period of time. Ownership is not possible.
Watch video

Lease Purchase with a balloon
A lease purchase for businesses, with a deferred
lump sum final payment.

Contract Purchase
Similar to PCP, this product offers businesses
three options at the end of the agreement:
retain, renew or return the vehicle.

Business Contract Hire
A rental agreement providing flexible funding
for businesses. Consists of an upfront payment
followed by regular monthly rentals over a
fixed period of time. Ownership is not possible.
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Extended offering
Our market leading insurance proposition has been
designed to help you deliver on sales performance whilst
ensuring first-class customer outcomes.
Our Santander Consumer branded insurance offering, in partnership
with GardX, has been designed to offer top quality customer features
at competitive retail prices.

Please speak to your Business Development Manager
to enquire about our branded insurance products.

Watch video

GAP Plus Insurance

In dealership

Cosmetic Repair Insurance

Buy online

Including contract hire GAP insurance

Including contract hire Cosmetic repair insurance

Combined Tyre & Alloy Wheel Protection
Available as Tyre Protection (only)
& Alloy Wheel Protection (only)

home

With many customers not purchasing these products within
the showroom, we are pleased to offer two new optional
sales channels, digital and telemarketing. Providing your
customers with a chance to buy at their convenience from
all three of the below channels:

Via telemarketing
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Maximise the opportunity
The ‘B2See Platform’ provides retailers with the ability to contact
and resolicit all customers that did not purchase at point of sale.
This additional sales channel will help generate additional revenue, maximise
opportunities, and provide MI to help understand your customer behaviour.
Our bespoke platform allows you to maximise on the sales opportunity with
three contact points:

Via email or SMS
With a link to the B2See platform where they can request a
call back, ask for a quote, or purchase a policy online.

In the showroom
At point of sale.

home

Bespoke telemarketing solution
Following on from your customers receiving the B2See video, our
telemarketing team will make contact with those customers that showed
engagement with the video but did not complete a purchase. This will
allow you to maximise opportunity by reaching a wider customer base.
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Wholesale funding

Supporting the whole of your business
Our range of wholesale solutions is designed to enhance your cash
flow. Our financial stability offers a partnership with a dependable
provider, regardless of the market or other influences.

A bespoke service provided by specialist credit
and support teams, who are flexible and
responsive to changes in your requirements.

Unit Stocking
Dealer preferred stock funding programme for new, used and demonstrator
vehicles. Santander Consumer Finance takes title on the stock funded, and this
is settled on the sale of the vehicle.

Overdraft
A revolving credit facility for the funding of stock that is not secured on an
individual vehicle basis.

Advance Commission
Pre-payment of commission expected to be generated in a given period to provide
working capital.

AuctionDirect
This facility allows you to purchase stock at any of Manheim’s or Aston Barclay‘s
vehicle auctions, either online or in person, and charge the cost directly to your
existing wholesale facility. It’s quick and convenient and provides a significant cash
flow benefit.

Please speak to your Business Development Manager
if you are interested in Wholesale Funding.

home
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Regulatory support
Help is at hand

The Financial Conduct Authority says
“ Financial markets must be honest, fair and effective so consumers
get a fair deal. We work to ensure that these markets work well for
individuals, for businesses and for the economy as a whole. ”

We have responded by ensuring the FCA’s principles are embedded throughout our
products, services and support to ensure positive customer outcomes for all. We can
support you through:

A focus on the customer
We have created video descriptors, and clear and transparent documentation to ensure
customers receive clear, fair and not misleading information. By helping them to understand
our products, services and offers, we are empowering them to make informed decisions.

A real understanding of your business
By working with us, you’ll have the confidence that you are partnered with a company who
not only understands the regulations, but embraces them and recognises that doing the right
thing isn’t just about ticking the compliance box – it simply makes good business sense.

home

Ongoing support
We will continue to develop solutions and provide pertinent information as required, to help
you meet the regulatory requirements and demonstrate how the FCA’s principle of Treating
Customers Fairly, is at the heart of our business.

An additional pair of eyes
Your dedicated Business Development Manager acts as an additional pair of eyes, and can help
you make considered commercial decisions. We provide a free-to-use financial promotions review
service, through which we can advise whether your communications comply with FCA requirements.

Processes and controls
We have implemented processes and controls which support you in meeting and evidencing
the FCA’s requirements. We recognise that MI, and visibility of product performance and
customer behaviour are important to your business, so have created Dealer Reviews to provide
a suite of information to help you ensure the right customer outcomes.
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Customers For Life
The commercial value of retaining customers in the long
term is well proven, so we have developed our Customers
For Life retention programme to help you achieve that goal.
The programme offers you a series of online training modules, virtual webinars and
workshops as well as a free of charge lead-delivery tool, Gateway 3Sixty.
We back this up with regular consultation reviews and valuable MI to help you understand
how your business is performing in terms of renewals, and together where necessary, with
an action plan for continuous improvement.

‘‘

The Gateway system allows us to be so far ahead when it
comes to customer retention. The system is incredible and so
easy to use. It makes our job so much easier knowing when it
is the best time to contact our previous customers.
Dale Trafford

Managing Director, Pro Sports Cars, Hull

home

Customers For Life benefits at a glance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free online renewals process training
Access to appointment making workshops
Free to use Gateway 3Sixty Platform
Health check consultations and renewals reviews
Access to your live customer database
Increased call to appointment ratio
Increased showroom traffic and sales
Embeds a culture of Trade Cycle Management
Increased retention (our top 25% of performers retain
up to 50% of their existing finance customers)
• Management information and training support
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Your Gateway
to renewals
At Santander Consumer Finance we are committed
to the creation of a sustainable and prosperous
future for our dealer partners.
Our renewals platform, Gateway 3Sixty, is our market leading management system, an
intelligent online platform that provides access to your live portfolio of clients with reminders
of when to make those critical renewal calls and offers ready-made communications to
sustain positive engagement and turn leads into sales.
This unique marketing tool is completely free of charge to our supporting dealer network.

Relevant and timely sales leads
Gateway 3Sixty delivers a portfolio of maturing agreements, driven by an integrated
contact strategy identified through data insight. This results in relevant and timely
renewal opportunities, giving you more time to convert the leads into sales.

Data intelligence
By using the latest machine learning techniques, we can deliver propensity models that
will allow you to target leads more efficiently, delivering the highest conversion rates.

Personalised communication
Gateway 3Sixty allows you to customise communications with interactive offers, so
that your client can view a range of bespoke upgrade opportunities with ease.

Bespoke campaign creation
The enhanced campaign functionality allows you to create your own localised
offers, ideal for finding customers to suit your new or used stock.

Customer profiles
Gateway 3Sixty allows you to generate suggested like for like comparisons per
customer. Allowing you to easily browse alternative vehicles and offers via our
vehicle carousel, to encourage an upsell opportunity.

Comprehensive support
Our team is equipped to provide comprehensive support, online training and
videos, to maximise the conversion of Gateway 3Sixty data into sales.

Watch our video

Management information
You will have access to an online dashboard, as well as a comprehensive suite of reports
offering you management information on numerous KPIs around your customer retention,
in-dealer renewal process and customer behaviours.

home
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Powered by

Your Red Car is our leading online sales
platform, and is now live and driving sales for
Santander Approved Dealers.
Since Sept 2021 we’ve been helping dealers to sell more cars through our
innovative digital platform. Your Red Car is growing in terms of customers, dealers,
cars, and functionality.

A trusted digital platform

Heavily promoted through all Santander customer channels, including website, in
branch and ATM’s It’s trusted by Santander customers, many of which we know
will be in the market for a new car in the very near future.

Driving traffic directly to you for your advertised vehicle stock.

Find out more about how Your Red Car can
help sell your cars

We reward them when they buy a car from you.

customersupport@yourredcar.co.uk

home

Search. Find. Peace of mind

A customer first approach

A cohesive journey
Providing a safe and approved ‘apply online’ customer experience.
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Our people

Support and service to help you prosper

We pride ourselves in the strong and enduring relationships
we’ve created with many dealer partners across the UK.
The breadth and diversity of these relationships provides an
in-depth understanding of the challenges you face.

Expertise
Recruited for their expertise and ability to add value, our team of experienced and dedicated Business
Development Managers have an unrivalled knowledge of automotive finance and are fully accredited in
the Specialist Automotive Finance (SAF) programme and the latest FCA Regulations. To maximise support
for our dealer partners every member of our team is fully trained in all aspects of our business proposition,
including our Customers for Life programme, extended product range, and digital proposition.

Consultancy
In our regular visits and comprehensive business reviews will strive to really understand your business
needs and deliver meaningful actions that will help build your business. Backed up by the latest market
insight, best practice, together with our expertise, our Business Development Managers can really make
a difference to your business through a consultative approach.

Service excellence
Our systems, processes and back office support make it easy to conduct business with us.
We’re on hand to ensure you and your customers are supported at every step of the journey.

Performance tracking
We understand business improvement is driven by the right management information. Our regular
performance reviews help you keep track of commercial and customer outcomes and provide
tangible evidence of regulatory compliance.

Dealer development
We’ve invested in having a dedicated development team. Regionally based, our team are here to provide
specialist knowledge, support and facilitate the development of your people, whilst helping to drive your
business forward.

home
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Dealer development
Helping you to build your business
through development

As well as working closely with our Business Development
Managers in the field, our Dealer Development Team can
support you by facilitating a range of courses. They have great
experience in developing specialist programmes to suit a wide
range of business requirements.

Our suite of tailored programmes will help your team to
better understand their customers and drive their business
performance forward.

A sample of the courses available
can be found on the next page.
Please contact your Business
Development Manager for further details.

home
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Dealer development - courses available
Working with
Santander Consumer Finance
This workshop has been designed to introduce Santander Consumer
Finance (SCUK) to our new dealer partners, or to staff joining existing
dealers. Delivered to ensure dealership staff members are aware of the
importance of our brand and how to promote the products available to
their customers through SCUK, so that they can effectively guide them
through the proposal and funding process smoothly and ensure good
customer outcomes.

Finance insights workshop

Value Added Products

This workshop is designed to give new starters, or those looking for a
refresh, an insight into the importance of finance within the dealership
environment. Providing a high-level overview of selling finance in a
compliant manner whilst treating customers fairly. This session looks
to share knowledge on presenting finance in a tailored way and gives
delegates the tools to handle customer concerns, whilst utilising
the different types of finance products available to ensure the best
customer outcome is achieved.

The purpose of this one-day workshop is to share industry best
practice on presenting value-added insurance products and their
USP’s, while also looking at how to best overcome customer
concerns and tailoring the presentations to the customer’s
needs. This session is best combined with the Finance Specialist
Development programme to maximise on all opportunities within
the sales process, or can be run independently.

Location: Various options available
Duration: 9.30 – 16.00

Location: Various options available
Duration: 9.30 – 15.00 (Can be added as a 3rd day
to the Finance Specialist Development Programme)

Finance specialist
development programme

Performance
management workshop

Maximising customer
renewal opportunities

The role of the Finance Specialist within dealerships has evolved
considerably in recent years and has never been more important.
Having a strong understanding of the latest regulatory requirements
along with appropriate sales techniques, will help to ensure the
right balance between achieving the right customer outcomes and
delivering successful returns. This two-day workshop uses a blend of
coaching and workshop-based learning, to provide delegates with the
skills and confidence to realise their full potential.

Aimed at assisting Managers in developing their sales team
members. Setting ‘SMART’ objectives to help drive performance
is a key part of this workshop and we give delegates the skills and
opportunity to explore this area further in a safe environment.
Performance examples will be discussed as a group to aid the
learning, formulate action plans, and promote positive outcomes.
Various methods and tried and tested tools are explored to enable
delegates to implement effective change within their team.

Maintaining and developing customer relationships is vital. In
support of our renewal proposition, Gateway 3Sixty, this workshop
shows how to turn customers into loyal clients and advocates
for your business, focussing on both in-dealer sales and renewal
process. This one-day course will show delegates how to create
customers for life, understand buying behaviour, set up the first
sale for renewal success, make and maintain meaningful regular
contacts, understand re-purchase triggers and manage the
customer trade cycle.

Location: Various options available
Duration: Two-day workshop based +
pre course work and post course follow up

Location: Various options available
Duration: 3-hour session

Location: Held remotely via Microsoft Teams
Duration: 1 hour 15 mins

home

Location: Various options available
Duration: 9.30 – 16.00
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At Santander
Consumer Finance,
we recognise that
climate change is
one of the biggest
challenges facing
society.
home

Fighting climate
change and supporting
the green economy

Our ambition
Whilst we know we have a long way to go, we are fully committed to the objectives of the Paris agreement
on climate change, and to supporting the transition to a zero-carbon, climate-resilient economy.
In 2022 Santander Consumer Finance appointed a Sustainability Manager, responsible for leading our
response to climate change and sustainability. They work in conjunction with our Climate Action and
Sustainability Forum to formalise objectives relating to climate change for our business and monitoring the
volume of green vehicles we are financing on a monthly basis.
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Supporting our dealers’ and customers’ transition
As part of our strategic approach to climate change, we are committed to supporting our
customers and dealers with services that support the green transition. This includes:

Offset emissions
Offering our customers the chance to offset the emissions of their vehicles through
iOffset. Customers can calculate their annual CO2 emissions and offset those emissions
by investing in accredited Gold Standard, Verra and UN-backed carbon offsetting projects
around the world.

Climate awareness training
In partnership with the Net Zero Group, we offer Climate Awareness training for our dealer
partners, to raise awareness of climate change and opportunities for calculating, reducing
and offsetting carbon emissions.

Green finance
Actively supporting our dealers and customers to transition to green vehicles and whilst
continuing to develop our monitoring, targets and objectives to align with these goals.

Bicycle finance
Working with cycle retailer partners to offer finance for bicycles.

home
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The power of point of sale
The Santander brand will bring reassurance to your customers
and confirms that you take finance seriously.
We provide everything from price hangers and finance quote
pockets, to car mats, flags, digital banners, pull up banners and desk
items like mugs, pens and desk pads. Designed to raise awareness
and prompt the customer to ask your team about finance. All
materials can be ordered from your Business Development Manager
and are usually delivered within 48 hours.

In dealership

home
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Online
Digital banners integrate into your existing website, directing
your customers to online tools such as our finance calculator
and online application portal.

Visit the site

home
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Dealer satisfaction
In the recent 2022 Dealer NPS & Satisfaction
survey, Santander Consumer Finance were
proud to be scored as excellent, outperforming
the competition for 5 years in a row.

“ The service we receive from Santander is impeccable. We consider
them part of the family, always offering the best service, products and
rates available. This has allowed us to be at the forefront of our game
from day one, always offering the best deals to our valued customers.”
Dale Trafford

Managing Director, Pro Sports Cars, Hull

Satisfied dealers

9.50
9.00

Excellent
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Santander Consumer Finance
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Satisfaction

5.00
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88.6%

8.50

18

63.6
pp
Excellent

Competitor comparison
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Net promoter score

Competitors
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Call us on: 0333 207 2367

salessupport@santanderconsumer.co.uk

dealer.santanderconsumer.co.uk

Santander Consumer (UK) plc trading as Santander Consumer Finance. Registered office: 86 Station Road, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1SR. Registered in England number 2248870. Santander Consumer (UK) plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority in respect of agreements regulated by the Consumer Credit Act 1974 and for general insurance mediation activity. Our firm Reference Number is 444327. Santander Consumer Finance and the Flame logo are registered trademarks.

